Tracking of a moving target has attracted considerable interest in both military and civilian applications. There are different methods used for estimation of target position. One of these methods is to find the target position by using relative angle measurements of radiating source measured using direction finding sensors. In this method, direction finding sensors are deployed and their positions are known. The sensors provide relative bearing measurements of radiating source whose location has to be estimated. These bearing measurements and sensor position information are used to estimate the position of a target. In this paper we use two techniques (a) Single baseline model and (b) Least square estimation method for bearing only source localization. We also analyse the effect of noise on bearing measurements and the effect of number of sensors on position estimation error. 
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Introduction
One of the important applications of sensor network is tracking of moving targets. Tracking of moving targets involves the detection and localization of the object of interest, which is a radiating source, by processing the information provided by the sensing nodes along with their location information. The measured data from direction finding sensors may be sent to a base station for further processing. The essential components that are required for radiating source tracking applications are follows. a) Node localization, which is used to enable the sensor nodes to determine their location. b) Target localization technique, which is used to determine the target location at regular intervals of time and c)Timing synchronization between the nodes
The estimation of the position of a radiating source from angle measurements is a widely investigated problem 1,2,3 . The relative bearing measurements taken from direction finding (DF) sensors, can be intersected to determine the target location. In principle, the range prediction can be made with hundred percentage accuracy but in practice, the limitations in the accuracy of the measurements in bearings introduce an error in the range prediction. In bearing-only localization system, the target location accuracy is relevant to some factors, such as the angle measurement error, the relative geometry, position of the sensors, distance between radiating source and sensor etc. A bearing-only location system has the advantage of high concealment and can deduce many properties of radiating source.
Triangulation is the method applied to estimating a radiating source position by calculating the most likely point for the target, given the intersection of two or more line of bearings from sensors at known locations. The position of a target is often estimated from the intersection of simultaneous bearings taken from two or more sensors whose positions are accurately known. There are several techniques for measuring the azimuth angles of arrival of signals from radiating source. Noise and measurement errors limit the position fix accuracy.
In this paper we give an overview of results obtained after simulation of two popular target position estimation techniques a) Single baseline model and b) Least square estimation method. The sensitivity for source position accuracy to variation in bearing accuracy is dependent on source orientation. This is analysed using single baseline method. The effect of number of sensors on source position estimation error is analysed using least square estimation method.
2.Algorithms

Single baseline model
The single baseline model, involves two sensors, located at points 'A' and 'C', as shown in figure(1) from where bearing measurements are made 4 .Baseline 'BL' is the line joining two sensors. Target is located at point 'T'. Sensor1 and 2 are at a distance R1 and R2 from the target respectively. B is a reference mid-point on baseline(BL) between two sensors. Range 'R' is the distance from point B to the source. Measurements are not made at point 'B'. The bearing measurements are 1 and 2 from sensor 1 and sensor 2 respectively as shown in figure.
The significant assumptions of the model are:
(1) The tolerance in bearing measurements are known. (2) There is no error in baseline measurement. (3) The discrepancy between horizontal path range and slant-path range is not significant.
Fig(1). Single baseline model
Using geometry from figure (1) (180 -1)+ 2 + 4 + 5 =180
(1)
Using Law of Sines
sin( 2-1)=sin 4cos 5+cos 4sin 5 (6) Using eqn (3) and (4) in (6)
which implies
An exact expression for R/BL can be obtained as
where sx = , sy =sin and sw=sin
The estimated target point is calculated using the relation (10) (11)
Least Square position estimation method
In least square position estimation method 5 , N sensors are deployed. The sensors are synchronized and make angle measurements w.r.t a common reference axis. In linear least square estimation, the location estimation problem is translated first into a linear mathematical model. Denoting the subscript 'k' to indicate the measurement time index, the linear estimation model for the k th time instant is given by the relation ( 1 2 ) where is the vector of bearing measurements (or it's functions) up to time k, Hk is the observation matrix at time instant k is the position vector and noise term nk is the measurement noise vector for sample time k. The linear least square estimate of the position vector Xk is given by the projection operation (13)
Fig(2). Least Square method
As shown in figure (2) , the i th sensor position is at (xi,yi).Target is at (xT,yT). Ri is the distance between the target and sensor i. is the bearing from the i th sensor to the target measured as shown in figure (2) .From geometry
( 1 4 ) ( 1 5 ) Multiplying equations (14) and (15) with respectively , we get
Subtracting (16) The least square solution for (19) is given by ( 2 0 ) 3.Simulations
Target Observabilitywith Single Baseline Model
Simulations are done to find the observability of target by changing source orientation relative to the sensors. All simulations are done using Matlab version 7.12.0.635(R2011a). The position of radiating source is moved over a semicircle making an angle 0 degree to 180 degree with reference point 'B' as in figure (1) .The sensors are kept 8 meters apart and the target is at a distance of 25 meters from reference point 'B'. The target is moved over a semicircle to evaluate the performance at various angles. The bearing is calculated from slope of the line joining the sensors and target. The value of range 'R' is calculated as in equation.
The estimated target point is calculated using
The estimation error is calculated as the distance between estimated source location and actual source location. The variation of the estimation error is plotted against angle from reference point for different values of noise variance. From the simulation result in figure (3) we can find that minimum estimation error is obtained when (i) source make an angle 90 degree with the reference point. The estimation error is high and source position cannot be estimated when the target is collinear or nearly collinear with the sensors . Fig(3) . Position estimation error measured for different angles using single baseline model
Position Estimation Error vs Number of Sensors for Linear Least Square Estimate
For analysing the impact of increase in number of sensors on position estimation accuracy, the sensors are deployed in a circle geometry with radius 1km.The source is at two positions a) the origin of the circle and b) 2 kms from the origin of circle. The source position is estimated using LSE algorithm. The estimation error is calculated as the distance between the estimated point and the actual target position. The source position estimation error is plotted against the number of sensors. figure (4.a) we can find that the estimation error decrease drastically when the number of sensors is increased from 2 to 3.It happens as the target is collinear with the two sensors and position estimation error is maximum. When the number of sensors is increased to 3, the co-linearity issue gets resolved and position estimation error decreases. Source position estimation error decreases when the number of sensors increases as in figure (4.a) and (4.b) but it does not show a considerable decrease in source position estimation error when the number of sensors is increased more than 4.
4.Conclusion
In this paper, localization of single radiating source in wireless sensor network is investigated with single baseline method and least square estimation method. From the simulation result using single baseline method we can find that the source cannot be localized by two sensors when sensors and target are collinear or nearly collinear. The sensitivity for source position accuracy to variation in bearing accuracy is dependent on source orientation. The simulation result using least square method shows that the co-linearity issue can be solved by using at least 3 sensors for source localization. Considerable decrease in source position estimation error is observed when the number of sensors is increased beyond 4. Through the simulations we can find that, when we compare source position accuracy to the computational complexity involved in position estimation, it is not beneficial to use more than 4 sensors for source localization in resource constrained environments.
